Art on the Atlanta BeltLine, now the largest temporary public art exhibition in the south, celebrates its sixth season within the historic railroad corridor! New and returning, established and emerging artists showcase MORE THAN FOUR MILES OF DYNAMIC INSTALLATIONS AND PERFORMANCES on trails in east and southeast Atlanta. Brought to you by Atlanta BeltLine, Inc. and the Mayor’s Office of Cultural Affairs, Art on the Atlanta BeltLine is an inspiring way to explore this emerging system of parks, trails, transit and development that reclaims a 22-mile loop of historic rail lines around the city’s core.
PERFORMING

Bring your friends and family to three weekends of performances at the free and open-to-the-public locations, all near the BeltLine.

Locations are identified on the maps to the left.

Sept 12 – Nov 15 on the Eastside Trail
5:00 PM – Thursdays, Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays. SIM LASSETER: The Joggers (Puppets)

Sept 12 at Irwin Street
7:15 PM – THE SPIKE OF THE GRATEFUL ELEPHANT: Art on the Atlanta BeltLine Lantern Parade

Sept 13 at Historic Fourth Ward Park
2:00 PM – MAUSSER BARTLEY & THE COLORFUL TONES: No Tables, No Chairs! (Parade)
3:00 PM – DAD'S GARAGE: Repeat Shows
4:00 PM – DIRECTED BY AC PEACH WITH SHARON M. GREEN AND ALLEN WELTY GREEN: In Collaboration with the Performance Artists of the Museum of Contemporary Art, Georgia
5:00 PM – ETHEL THOMAS AND ELEANOR THE QUEEN: Sideshow (Musical)
6:00 PM – MAUSSER BARTLEY & THE COLORFUL TONES: No Tables, No Chairs! (Parade)

Sept 13 along the Eastside Trail
1:00 PM – ARTHUR RICH WITH BRAND HOFFMANN: SPOKES STORIES! (Theater) until 6:00 PM
6:00 PM – ALONG THE EASTSIDE TRAIL: HG AND S. BISHOFF: Ghost Train 2: Memoriam with the Fête and Garbage Bag (Puppet Show)

Sept 19 at the Reynold's Stage
6:00 PM – STARRANDE: (Zooner and Tumbledance) Dance
6:30 PM – GATEWAY PERFORMANCE PRODUCTIONS: A Mythical Feast
7:30 PM – CARRI DUNLOP: Sista Sister: The Search for Sisterhood
8:15 PM – SARA RAZA WITH 18TH LETTER, SARAH STUDIO DANCERS, AND BERTY KAYE: Dandelion's Rose Garden
9:00 PM – THE GHOSTS PROJECT: Mentorship by Dimitri Kranosov [Theater & Band]

Sept 19 along the Eastside Trail
12:00 PM – ARTHUR RICH WITH BRAND HOFFMANN: SPOKES STORIES! (Theater) until 3:00 PM
6:00 PM – ALONG THE EASTSIDE TRAIL: HG AND S. BISHOFF: Ghost Train 2: Memoriam with the Fête and Garbage Bag (Puppet Show)

Sept 20 at Gordon White Park
5:00 PM – PETER PERSON AND THE BLOWS IN THE HOUSE BAND [Music]
6:00 PM – DISTILLED WATER (Monaco Dancers) Dance
7:00 PM – STARRANDE: (Zooner and Tumbledance) Dance
8:00 PM – FLIGHT OF SHADOWS: (Tigers & Elephant Performance)

Sept 20 along the Eastside Trail
12:00 PM – ARTHUR RICH WITH BRAND HOFFMANN: SPOKES STORIES! (Theater) until 3:00 PM
6:00 PM – ALONG THE EASTSIDE TRAIL: HG AND S. BISHOFF: Ghost Train 2: Memoriam with the Fête and Garbage Bag (Puppet Show)

Oct 10 at the Piedmont Park Stage
2:30 PM – FLY OR FALL: The mysterious case of the Casanova Hat, or Balancing/Spinning Sticks (Dance)
3:00 PM – ZUZOS DANCE: Ether (Dance)
3:00 PM – SASKIA FREEMAN OF THE PIES (Dance)
4:00 PM – PETE SMITH AND THE KIDS IN THE HOUSE BAND [Music]
5:00 PM – CROSSOVER MOVEMENT ARTS: We Tie Ourselves to This Land (Dance)
6:00 PM – FLY OR FALL: The mysterious case of the Casanova Hat, or Balancing/Spinning Sticks (Dance)
7:00 PM – ZUZOS DANCE: Ether (Dance)
8:00 PM – SASKIA FREEMAN OF THE PIES (Dance)
9:00 PM – THE GHOSTS PROJECT: Mentorship by Dimitri Kranosov [Theater & Band]

Oct 11 at Historic Fourth Ward Park
11:00 AM – JOSEPH THOMPSON: Garvey’s Wing (Performance) until 5:00 PM
2:00 PM – INTERIM SPEED DANCE COMPANY (Sundance Jumps): Dance
3:00 PM – ZUZOS DANCE: Ether (Dance)
3:00 PM – SASKIA FREEMAN OF THE PIES (Dance)
4:00 PM – PETE SMITH AND THE KIDS IN THE HOUSE BAND [Music]
5:00 PM – CROSSOVER MOVEMENT ARTS: We Tie Ourselves to This Land (Dance)
6:00 PM – FLY OR FALL: The mysterious case of the Casanova Hat, or Balancing/Spinning Sticks (Dance)
7:00 PM – ZUZOS DANCE: Ether (Dance)
8:00 PM – SASKIA FREEMAN OF THE PIES (Dance)
9:00 PM – THE GHOSTS PROJECT: Mentorship by Dimitri Kranosov [Theater & Band]